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All 6 parts of the Oakshade Manor series has been bundled up in one book. Unburied Past Reeling from
strange experiences with latent psychic abilities, Alexis soon realizes that her mother's connection to
Oakshade Manor is attached to a family tragedy suffered by the skeptical landlord, Maxwell Charles. Her
growing attraction to Maxwell is only tempered by his solid disbelief in what she can do. In an effort to
harness her new found senses, Alexis follows the clues left behind by her mother. Allowing herself to be led
to the terrifying basement, she uncovers a secret the Charles family wishes had stayed buried forever. Past
Sense Teaming up with her ghost-hunting neighbor, George, Alexis struggles to understand what she senses,
much less connect it to the truth. When Maxwell starts asking his own questions, he reveals more behind
Oakshade Manor's secrets. Afraid she is conning him, he pushes her to prove herself. Proving herself means
having to ask for help from an unlikely source and risking finding far more than they could have imagined.
The Willow and the Wraith When Alexis is temporarily possessed by a ghost, she elicits the help of an
experienced psychic, who teaches her to protect herself from unwanted communications. After having been
warned that not all ghosts are the same, Alexis grows confused by seeing her mother's spirit though she's
may still be alive. Could it be that what she's seen is a wraith? That ghostly image leads her to want to figure
out the mystery of the Willow grave before its too late. Objects and Affection When Alexis confronts her
father and demands the truth about her mother’s disappearance she gets much more than information. She
discovers she has a new psychic ability. Unable to bear Maxwell’s skepticism, Alexis keeps her new ability a
secret until a new force threatens the residents of Oakshade Manor. What she finds next literally turns
Maxwell’s world upside down. Speaking with Shadows When tragedy strikes, Alexis finds she has Maxwell
to lean on and together they are one step closer to finding Fenton’s stolen jewels and saving Oakshade
Manor Apartments from the encroaching darkness. The Broken Fountain A dark force is tearing Oakshade
Manor apart from the inside out. What seems to be a poltergeist is terrorizing residents, especially the newest
tenant. Can they uncover the poltergeist’s source of power before it brings down the entire building?
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From reader reviews:

Kori Pierson:

Reading a book tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of
information which will give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this world may share
their idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. A great deal of author can inspire their very own reader
with their story or even their experience. Not only situation that share in the books. But also they write about
the knowledge about something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
your kids, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors nowadays always try to improve
their talent in writing, they also doing some study before they write to the book. One of them is this
Oakshade Manor.

Harold Bunch:

The guide with title Oakshade Manor has lot of information that you can learn it. You can get a lot of help
after read this book. This kind of book exist new information the information that exist in this guide
represented the condition of the world currently. That is important to yo7u to know how the improvement of
the world. This kind of book will bring you within new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the e-book
with your smart phone, so you can read that anywhere you want.

Madeline Cecil:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray an individual, why because this Oakshade Manor guide written by
well-known writer who really knows well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who have
read the book. Written in good manner for you, dripping every ideas and creating skill only for eliminate
your current hunger then you still hesitation Oakshade Manor as good book but not only by the cover but
also from the content. This is one reserve that can break don't determine book by its cover, so do you still
needing yet another sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your examining sixth sense already said
so why you have to listening to yet another sixth sense.

Anthony Wilson:

This Oakshade Manor is great reserve for you because the content which is full of information for you who
have always deal with world and also have to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it info
accurately using great manage word or we can declare no rambling sentences inside. So if you are read the
item hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but
challenging core information with splendid delivering sentences. Having Oakshade Manor in your hand like
having the world in your arm, info in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no reserve that offer you world in
ten or fifteen moment right but this e-book already do that. So , this is certainly good reading book. Hi Mr.
and Mrs. stressful do you still doubt in which?
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